Pre-Prep

Topic

Summer 1 2021

People Who
Help Us

Communication and Language

Physical Development
This has three vital aspects, which
are essential for learning and progress to take place: listening and attention, understanding and speaking.
We ensure that there are a wide
range of opportunities to:
•

Actively listen and contribute
during teaching times, one-toone and group situations.

•

Share information/ events, retell experiences, explain and
discuss knowledge and understanding.

Personal, Social and Emotional
Development

Manipulate one-handed equipment
including pencils, paintbrushes, glue
spreaders and scissors.
Manipulate a range of objects and
materials, including playdough; ribbons and strings for lacing and
threading; construction kits and
small world sets.
Travel with confidence over, under
and through balancing and climbing
equipment and use the parachute.
Understand healthy practices and
show increasing independence in self
care.
Children will partake in a weekly
dough-disco to promote physical
dexterity.

Encouragement and support to help
the children form good relationships
with adults and peers.
Activities to increase confidence to
speak in a familiar/larger group.

Continue to show increasing independence.
Show care and concern for other
children and living creatures.

Please email me using the class
email address if you have any queries:
preprep@forestschool.co.uk

Literacy

Mathematics

Kindergarten will continue to share
an individual reading book weekly and
we will have lots of daily story sharing sessions and reading opportunities in both classes.

Number— rote counting, counting
out smaller and larger sets, finding
the right number to represent an
amount of objects, number recognition.

Role play traditional tales and describe the main aspects of stories
and retell story structures.

Kindergarten will look at adding and
taking away using practical activities.

Fine motor/writing activities including correct letter formation. Kindergarten to create labels and sentences for display.
Lots of phonic games and activities.
Continue to recap sounds and Kindergarten to hear sounds in order to
spell CVC and other words.

Understanding the world

Range of exciting ‘Forest School’ activities, where the children will explore and learn more about the environment.
Learn all about the people who help
us at school by interviewing them;
and learn about others who help, including postal service, health and
emergency services.
Learning about Father’s Day, 20th
June, and what we can do to make
people we love feel special.

We will continue to focus on sequencing and sorting a range of objects and animals by different attributes, for example colour, size
and shape. Kindergarten will also sequence their day.

Expressive arts and design
Creative skills will be used to make
special cards and presents.
Our role play outdoors will become a
‘Builder's Yard’ and we will furtherdevelop our imaginations using props
and resources.
‘Forest School’ activities will also
provide excellent opportunities to
use our imaginations and to design
and build.
In music, children will be exploring
all about pitch and discovering high
and low sounds through vocal and instrumental experimentation.
Our display in Kindergarten will be
‘Minibeasts’ and in Nursery will be
‘Butterflies’.
Homework
Kindergarten children—please share
your reading book at home and try
hard to learn your special sound
from the book or your keyword(s).

